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Abstract—Automatic identification based on radio frequency
identification (RFID) is progressively being introduced into
industrial environments, enabling new applications and processes. In the context of communications, RFID rely mostly on
Frame Slotted Aloha (FSA) anticollision protocols. Their goal is
to reduce the time required to detect all the tags within range
(identification time). Using FSA, the maximum identification
rate is achieved when the number of contending tags equals the
number of contention slots available in the frame. Therefore, the
reader must estimate the number of contenders and allocate that
number of slots for the next frame. This paper introduces the new
MFML-DFSA anticollision protocol. It estimates the number of
contenders by means of a maximum-likelihood estimator, which
uses the statistical information from several frames (multiframe
estimation) to improve the accuracy of the estimate. Based on
this expected number of tags, the algorithm determines the best
frame length for the next reading frame, taking into account
the constraints of the EPCglobal Class-1 Gen-2 standard. The
MFML-DFSA algorithm is compared with previous proposals
and found to outperform these in terms of (lower) average identification time and computational cost, which makes it suitable for
implementation in commercial RFID readers.
Index Terms—Anticollision protocol, dynamic frame slotted
aloha (DFSA), EPCglobal, maximum-likelihood estimation, radio
frequency identification (RFID).

I. INTRODUCTION

R

ADIO-FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION (RFID) is enabling a paradigm shift in key areas of manufacturing
and process automation. The goal of RFID is to allow the identification of products, objects, or people nearby by means of
radio-frequency (RF) links [1]. The communication takes place
between small and inexpensive devices called tags, which are
attached to the items to be tracked, and readers, which collect
and manage information about those items. Most RFID systems
are passive, that is, the tags are battery-less and are solely powered by the RF signals of the readers. This work focuses exclusively on this kind of RFID systems. Passive tags are intended to
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identify people, animals, pallets, or other objects. Readers continuously transmit RF signals asking tags to identify themselves
and thereby defining checking areas. Typical reading ranges
are a few meters in the best conditions. When tags cross these
checking areas they are powered by the reader signals and send
their stored information back to the reader, thereby identifying
the objects to which they are attached. Compared to other identification technologies like barcodes, RFID permits automatic
identification without human intervention and without the need
for a line-of-sight between the reader and the tags. RFID is used
in a wide range of industrial fields, such as traceability management [2], supply chains [3], indoor positioning [4], and so forth.
Besides, active research in various key areas such as physical
design [5], communication protocols [6], security [7], and middleware development [8] is underway to improve RFID performance and reduce deployment and operation costs, which is essential for industrial use.
The identification process involves communications between the reader and the tags and takes place in a shared
wireless channel. Basically, the reader interrogates tags nearby
by sending a Query packet (the exact format of this packet
depends on the particular identification procedure). Tags are
energized by the reader’s signal and respond to this request with
their identification. When several tags answer simultaneously,
a collision occurs, and the information cannot be retrieved.
Therefore, an anticollision mechanism is required when multiple tags are in range. In addition, the extreme simplicity
of the tags places considerable constraints on the design of
collision-solving methods, whose intelligence must rely almost
exclusively on the reader.
Anticollision algorithms for passive RFID systems can be
classified into two groups: tree-based protocols and Alohabased protocols.
In tree-based anticollision protocols (e.g., [9]), the reader
consecutively splits the tag set into disjoint subsets until,
eventually, a set has a single tag whose identification can be
obtained without collisions. This procedure is repeated until
the identity of all tags is retrieved. As a result, identification
time may be too long. These protocols are attractive for specific
applications such as access control systems. They are mainly
used in low-frequency (LF) and high-frequency (HF) RFID
implementations.
Aloha-based protocols, also called probabilistic or random
access protocols, are the most prevalent in the UHF band. They
are designed for situations in which the reader does not know
exactly how many tags will cross its checking area. The most
common Aloha RFID protocol is Frame Slotted-Aloha (FSA),
a variation of Slotted-Aloha. As in Slotted-Aloha, time is divided into time units called slots. However, in FSA, slots are
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Fig. 1. FRSA operation.

subject to a superstructure called a “frame.” The reader starts the
identification process with an identification frame by sending a
Query packet with information about the frame length ( slots)
to the tags. The frame length is kept unchanged during the whole
identification process. At each frame, each unidentified tag selects a slot at random from among the slots to send its identifier to the reader. FSA achieves reasonably good performance at
the cost of requiring a central node (the reader) to manage slot
and frame synchronization. FSA has been implemented in many
commercial products and has been standardized in the ISO/IEC
18000-6C [10], ISO/IEC 18000-7 [11], and EPCGlobal Class-1
Gen-2 (EPC-C1G2) standards [12].
When tags outnumber available slots, identification time increases considerably due to frequent collisions. On the other
hand, if the slots outnumber the tags, many slots will be empty
in the frame, which also leads to long identification times. Dynamic FSA (DFSA) protocols were conceived to address this
problem. They are similar to FSA but the number of slots per
frame is variable. In other words, parameter may change from
frame to frame in the Query packet to adjust the frame length.
Fig. 1 shows an example of a generic DFSA protocol, where
after many empty slot occurrences in the first frame the reader
reduces the frame length for the second frame to decrease the
identification time for the remaining tags.
DFSA operation is optimal in terms of reading throughput
(rate of identified tags per slot) when the frame length equals
the number of contenders [13]. Moreover, note that maximizing
reading throughput is equivalent to minimizing identification
time, that is, the time required to identify all the tags in a population. The challenge is to minimize identification time by selecting the best frame length for each frame, which will depend
on the number of contending tags. Therefore, the reader should
ideally know the actual number of competing tags and allocate
that number of slots to the next frame. However, the number of
contenders is unknown and must be estimated somehow. Some
simple DFSA algorithms (see Section III) use heuristics to sedirectly. However, the selection is usually
lect the value of
performed in two steps (we call this operation indirect selection). First, the reader estimates the number of tags
that
competed in the previous frame . Thus, the expected number
, where denotes
of contenders in the next frame is
the number of tags successfully identified in the previous frame.
is selected as a
The frame length in the next frame
. There are different ways to compute ,
function of
mainly heuristics, Minimum Squared Error (MSE) estimation,
and Maximum-Likelihood (ML) estimation.
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Besides, to estimate , DFSA readers use different information. In a given frame , it is possible to monitor three variables:
, the
the number of slots filled with a single transmission
, and the number of slots with collinumber of empty slots
. Note that
. Since the readers always
sion
, two variables out of
know the frame length
give full information about the events in the frame (full-frame
information estimation). However, many DFSA algorithms only
use one of these variables, either or . Indeed, information
can be used (multiframe esfrom several frames,
timation). Multiframe (MF) estimators usually provide an estimate of the initial number of tags in the identification process.
The accuracy of the estimator will be directly related to the
information available. Single-frame estimation makes sense for
a continuous flow (of tags that continuously enter and leave the
coverage area), since in this case frame information quality decreases with time. In contrast, MF is advisable if new tag populations do not appear until the previous set has been completely
identified. Note that the reader may also enforce this behavior.
For instance, if a conveyor belt is carrying the tags, the reader
may stop it when necessary.
Different DFSA algorithms have been proposed to optimize
the identification process based on the previous concepts. The
most relevant ones have been studied in depth in a previous
study by our group [14]. The shortcomings identified in that
work (see Section III) motivated us to propose a new DFSA algorithm that improves the estimation of and provides an optimal criterion to select . Besides, in this paper, we explicitly
address the computational feasibility of our algorithm.
The new estimator is a MF DFSA algorithm based on a ML
estimation of , which we call MFML-DFSA. The implementation is addressed in the context of the EPCglobal Class 1 Gen 2
(EPC-C1G2) [12] standard (see Section II). Thus, frame length
cannot be an arbitrary natural number, but a number in the set
. We must remark that while previous work simply selected the frame length as the nearest value
in that set to the estimated number of contenders, we demonstrate (in Section IV-A) that this assignment is suboptimal and
explicitly compute the optimal value as a function of the expected contenders. Therefore, MFML-DFSA may be directly
adopted by current EPC-C1G2 RFID reader devices, without
modifications at the tag side. The results (Sections V and VI)
show that MFML-DFSA achieves shorter identification times
than previous DFSA proposals.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the EPCglobal Class-1 Gen-2 standard, currently
used in UHF RFID passive systems. Section III discusses
the state-of-the-art in DFSA algorithms. The MFML-DFSA
algorithm is thoroughly explained in Section IV. Section V
discusses its implementation, particularly its computational feasibility. Section VI evaluates the performance of MFML-DFSA
and the main DFSA alternatives. Finally, Section VII concludes
this paper.
II. EPCGLOBAL CLASS-1 GEN-2
EPCglobal, an industry-oriented organization, has developed
the Electronic Product Code (EPC) standard EPCglobal Class
1 Gen 2 (EPC-C1G2) [12]. EPC-C1G2 proposes an anticollision mechanism for passive RFID systems based on a variation
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Fig. 2. EPCglobal Class-1 Gen-2: Fixed frame length procedure.

of FSA. Fig. 2 illustrates the operation of this mechanism. In
the resting state (no ongoing identification process), the reader
monitors the environment to detect new tags, with continuous
Broadcast packet transmissions. Tags within range reply immediately. If several tags answer simultaneously, a collision occurs.
When the reader detects the collision it starts a new identification process following an FSA schema. Moreover, EPC-C1G2
allows two identification procedures.
• Fixed frame length procedure (fixed EPC-C1G2): all identification frames have the same number of slots.
• Variable frame length procedure (variable EPC-C1G2): the
reader can change the number of slots per frame dynamically (DFSA operation).
A. Fixed Frame Length Procedure
An identification frame starts when the reader transmits a
Query packet, including a four-bit field with parameter
, stating that the length of the frame will be
slots. Tags within range receive this packet and generate a
. This number reprandom number in the interval
resents the slot within the frame where the tag has randomly
. The reader
decided to send its identification number
controls the beginning of each slot by transmitting a QueryRep
packet, except in the first slot (slot #0), which starts automatically immediately after the Query packet. The tags use to set a
counter, which is decreased upon reception of a new QueryRep.
When the counter reaches 0, the tag transmits its identifier ID,
which corresponds to the random value that was initially calculated. Note that it must also be equal to the slot number in the
frame. After the ID is transmitted, four situations are possible.
• If several tags select the same slot, a collision occurs, and
the reader is unable to decode an ID packet. The reader
reacts by starting a new slot with a QueryRep packet (see
slot #0 in Fig. 2). Affected tags update their counter to
. That means that they will not contend again
until the next frame.
• If a single tag responds but the reader cannot decode its
ID packet, then, after a bounded time, the reader considers
that the slot has expired and starts a new slot by sending
a QueryRep packet. In this case, the tag also updates its
when QueryRep is received.
counter to
• If the reader correctly receives the ID that matches the current slot number, it responds with an Ack packet. Although

3

all tags receive the packet, only the winner answers with
a Data packet (including its EPC code, which is its actual
identification code). If the reader receives the Data packet
correctly, it answers with a QueryRep packet, thus starting
a new slot. Besides, the winning tag quits from the identification process (see slot #1 in Fig. 2). However, if the reader
does not receive a correct Data packet within a bounded
time, it considers that the slot has expired and sends a Nack
packet. Again, only the involved tag updates its counter
. Thus, this tag will not contend again
value to
in this identification frame (see slot #2 in Fig. 2). After this,
the reader also sends a new QueryRep packet to begin the
new slot.
• If the reader does not receive a packet before a given deadline, it is assumed that the slot is empty (see slot #3 in
Fig. 2), and the reader starts a new one by sending a new
QueryRep packet.
This procedure continues until the identification frame finishes. Then, the reader sends a new Query packet to start a new
frame. Unidentified tags compete again in the new frame, selecting a new random value. Eventually, all tags are identified
and the procedure ends. This takes place when all the slots are
empty in a frame.
B. Variable Frame Length Procedure
To mitigate the poor efficiency of EPC-C1G2 with fixed
frame length, the standard proposes a variable frame length
procedure, named variable EPC-C1G2 or variable EPC. Although EPC-C1G2 is seamlessly compatible with DFSA
in every new frame, the
protocols that dynamically select
variable EPC method operates by resetting the frame whenever
a slot ends. Note that in EPC-C1G2 the frame structure can also
be adjusted by resetting the identification frame by sending a
new Query packet with the same value or a new one instead
of the next QueryRep packet when a slot ends. In this paper,
we denote this slot-by-slot operation as Q-slot, and the normal
frame-by-frame operation as Q-frame operation. The variable
EPC procedure operates in a Q-slot fashion, selecting the new
value at the end of each slot by means of the algorithm
depicted in Fig. 3: when a slot ends, the reader checks if it was
empty, successful or affected by a collision. Accordingly, the
. Then, the nearest
reader updates a floating point variable
integer to
is selected as , and a new Query packet with
that value is sent. Variable in (0.1, 0.5) (see Fig. 3) controls
the selection of the frame length. It can be tuned dynamically
to improve performance. However, the standard leaves the
selection of values open.
III. RELATED WORK
The most relevant DFSA algorithms have been studied in
[14]. In this section, we briefly review that study, together
with the conclusions drawn. We also emphasize the key differences between MFML-DFSA and other DFSA algorithms.
Table I shows the characteristics of the most remarkable DFSA
proposals according to the criteria described in the previous
sections. The characteristics of the MFML-DFSA proposal
are summarized as well in Table I. We consider four major
groups of protocols, each stemming from a different operative
root: variable EPCglobal protocols, indirect heuristics, error
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Fig. 3. EPCglobal Class-1 Gen-2, variable frame-length procedure. (a) Reader protocol. (b) Tag protocol.
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF DFSA PROTOCOLS

minimization estimators, and maximum likelihood estimators.
We review them all, focusing on those based on ML estimators,
since they achieve the best performance as noted in [14].
Section VI compares them with our approach.
A. Variable EPCglobal Protocol Family
As described in Section II, EPC-C1G2 proposes a variable frame-length mechanism as an alternative to the fixed
frame-length schema. It adjusts the frame length slot-by-slot
(Q-slot operation) following the heuristic shown in Fig. 3. In
this schema, the value of parameter affects the computation
and thus the value of . Since the value of is open
of
in the standard (as stated in the previous section), different
alternatives to set it dynamically have been proposed, such as
algorithm [15], the Optimum-C protocol [16], and the
the
Slot-Count-Selection algorithm [17]. The performance of these
algorithms is limited, as discussed in depth in [14].
B. Indirect Heuristics
Indirect heuristics estimate the number of contenders by
means of oversimplified formulas, and then adjust the frame

to the nearest power of two. Most proposals of this
length
type only use information from the last frame (see Table I).
As we stated in [14], their performance is poor compared with
statistical estimation methods. Some examples of this family
are the work by Schoute [18], the Lower Bound estimation [19]
or the procedures proposed by Wang [20], Cha [21], and Chen
[22].

C. Error Minimization Estimators
In [19], Vogt proposed a procedure based on MSE estimation, which minimizes the Euclidean norm of the vector difference between actual frame statistics and their expected values.
The statistics considered are the number of empty, successful,
and collision slots. However, the expected values are computed
assuming a simplification of independent binomial distributions
of the tags in each slot, giving rise to inaccurate results. In [23],
the authors introduce another MSE estimator procedure. They
propose a Q-slot operation based on the error function in [19],
but extended to several frames.
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D. ML Estimators
The idea behind this group of estimators is to compute the
conditional probability of an observed event (or set of events),
and selecting as (or in case of MF estimators) the value that
maximizes this probability. The main problems with these algorithms are the exact formulation of this conditional probability
and their computational cost, which may render them unusable.
In [24], the authors proposed an ML algorithm derived from
the occupancy problem described in [25]. When a frame ends,
the RFID reader computes the probability of finding empty
and selects as follows:
slots when the frame length is
(1)
(2)
Note that this is an exact computation, unlike in Vogt’s work
[19], which assumed independent identically distributed (iid)
binomial distributions of tags in each slot.
In [26], the authors presented an algorithm similar to the one
in [24]. In addition, in [26], the authors remark that (2) is unand and propose the following
feasible for large values of
heuristic estimator as an alternative:
(3)

Nevertheless, this heuristic is erroneous when
, beappears in the numerator.
cause the term
The Slot-by-Slot (SbS) ML estimator in [6] uses the number
of empty slots and identified tags. The authors propose this algorithm as a Q-slot mechanism. The probability formula in [6]
can be reduced to

(4)
However, the original formula (like the reduced one) is erroneous. It returns negative probabilities in some cases (e.g.,
, for
).
In [27], the author models the probability of event
as a multinomial distribution problem (note that this is an
approximation of the actual probability). The probabilities of
, and
empty, successful, and collision slots are denoted as
. These probabilities are computed in [27] obtaining
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far that uses full information from each frame to estimate the
number of contenders) to update the initial tag probability distribution according to expression (6)

(6)
where

is a normalizing constant whose value is not defined.
denotes the a-posteriori probability distriafter the th frame,
bution of the number of contenders
denotes the a-priori distribution
whereas
is
before that frame. The formulation of
given in [28]. In this framework, at the end of each frame , the
as the mode of the a-posteriori distribution.
reader extracts
However, in the first iteration, since the a priori distribution is
not available, the authors assume directly that the likelihood is
the a posteriori distribution.
This last proposal has similarities to ours since it is also a MF
full-information proposal. However, the computational cost of
their estimator is higher, which notably increases the identification time of the algorithm (see Section VI).
IV. MFML-DFSA ALGORITHM
In this section, we describe our MFML-DFSA algorithm
to compute the optimal frame length that maximizes the
throughput. Let us call the initial number of tags to identify.
In our model, we assume that all tags remain in the identification area at least until their identifiers are correctly received,
and that new tags do not enter the identification area during the
reading process. The goal is to identify the tags in the shortest
time (equivalently, slots) possible. The identification process
requires a series of consecutive reading frames
for all tags to be identified. At the end of frame , the reader
, the number of slots
knows the number of identified tags
and the number of empty slots
. Then,
with collisions
at the end of frame , MFML-DFSA proceeds as follows.
• , the most likely number of tags at the beginning of the
identification process, is computed by means of the ML
estimator, as a function of the set
(see Section IV-A).
• The most likely number of tags that will compete in the
is
(the estimated
next frame
total number of tags minus those already identified).
is accordingly selected to maximize
• Then,
(see Section IV-B).
the expected throughput at frame
A.

Computation

Let
be the probability of obtaining a sample
of slots filled with exactly one reply, slots with a collision and
empty slots, if tags compete for identification in an arbitrary
frame of slots. This probability is computed in Appendix A,
yielding

(5)
.
for
Finally, the estimator in [28] uses statistical information from
several frames (in fact, it is the only MF Q-frame schema so

(7)
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Equation (7) can be computed for
, since
is
at least the sum of the tags identified plus the colliding ones (at
least two per collision). Let us remark that the previous formula
is exact, unlike the simplifications in previous work discussed
in Section III.
After the first frame of the identification process, the probaif tags contend is
bility of event
(8)
After the second frame

(9)
Note that the identification frames are independent. Therefore, the probabilities of the observed events are independent as
well. Then, after the frames, if the initial number of tags is ,
the probability of a given set of events
is calculated as
(10)
Let us remark that in frame the number of tags that have not
, being zero for consisbeen identified yet is
tency. Therefore, is computed as the value that maximizes the
probability given in (10), yielding its ML estimator

N

Q
Q
N
Q

Fig. 4. Throughput versus
for different settings. Each curve shows the
expected throughput for a given value of . Note how each value of provides
the maximum throughput for a set of values of . In the figure, the set of values
( = 6) and
( = 6) achieve maximum throughput
of between
at
= 6.

N
Q

N

Q

N

Q

Our goal is to compute the borders of each set to determine
where a given value maximizes throughput. Let us note that
for
is one tag less than the
the maximum value of
minimum value for , i.e.,
.
must be the largest integer fulfilling
Therefore,
inequality (13)

(13)
Hence
(11)
where
, that is, the minimum number of
tags known to have contended at frame based on the number
of slots with collisions and single responses.
B.

Selection

The expected throughput of an FSA system is
, as shown in [13], and it reaches its
maximum
if
, for high values (see
also [13]). However, the number of slots per frame for EPC. Therefore, in this
C1G2 must be in
case, the throughput is

(12)
For each value of there is a set of values of for which
attains maximum throughput. Fig. 4 illustrates this statement.
,
These sets have the form
and
are the minimum and maximum
where
number of tags for which provides the best throughput (see
Fig. 4). Note that the sets are compact and always contain
, since it
the point with maximal throughput
.
maximizes

(14)
In other words, given a value of , we find the highest value
that makes the throughput using
greater than the
of
throughput using . Therefore, to calculate the optimal sets, we
follow the next algorithm:
and
. Obviously, for this particular case
1) Set
.
, and check if inequality (14) is fulfilled .
2) Do
a) If not,
and
.
b) Otherwise, repeat.
and repeat until
16 (computation can
3) Do
be accelerated1).
Table II summarizes the results for an arbitrary frame . Note
that selecting the nearest valid frame-length to as is a sub, the nearest valid is
;
optimal choice (e.g., if
).
however, the optimal is
In addition, note that there is no information available bemust be selected
fore the reading procedure starts, therefore,
from other criteria. Currently, commercial RFID readers select
1If after this step
previously

N is directly set to 2

+ 1, since

N

Q >2

( )

as stated
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OPTIMAL

TABLE II
VERSUS

Q

n
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TABLE III
TYPICAL VALUES OF EPCGLOBAL CLASS-1 GEN-2 PARAMETERS

RANGE

by default, independently of the population of tags in
can be
their range. This work shows that better values of
selected if the number of contending tags in the first frame is
known to lie within a certain interval (see Section VI).
V. EFFICIENT IMPLEMENTATION
Regarding algorithm implementation feasibility, the following iterative method is proposed. Note that maximizing the
probability given in (10) is equivalent to maximizing its logarithm. Moreover, the logarithm of the product of probabilities in
(10) can be expressed as the sum of their logarithms. To speed
computations up, the RFID reader keeps an array with predefor
,
fined computations of
denotes the maximum number of competing tags
where
and must be tailored to the scenario. Let be the th position
in this array, and let us define an array
with
positions
. Then, after frame
that are initially set to zero, and let
, it is necessary to:
.
1) Update
2) Compute the logarithm of the last term in product (10) for
. That is, compute
(15)

3) Then, the sum of logarithmic probabilities is updated,
. The estimation of the initial number of contenders corresponds to

(18)
Therefore,
is computed as
. This step
sums and comparisons.
requires
is selected from Table II as
4) Finally, the best value of
a function of
.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND BENCHMARKING

Note—see (7)—that this is the sum of a constant

(16)
plus a factor that varies with
)

(being

(17)
Therefore, this step requires at most

sums.

The performance of MFML-DFSA and the main DFSA alternatives (see Section III-D) has been evaluated by means of a discrete-event simulator, developed in C++ within the OMNeT++
framework [29]. We have considered a scenario with a single
passive reader and a set of tags that enter the reader coverage
area and do not leave it until all the tags are successfully identified. The simulator computed the total number of slots required
to identify the whole tag population. This experiment was repeated (note that each run was independent) until a confidence
interval for the mean value was achieved with 95% confidence
degree. The physical configuration parameters of the commercial UHF (868 MHz) Alien 8800 reader [30] (see Table III) were
used. The simulator had been validated previously by means of
laboratory test beds based on that reader [31]. Moreover, the
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF COMPUTATIONAL COST

Fig. 5. Average number of slots required per tag reading versus n.

optimal selection criterion (Table II) was used in all cases to
focus the analysis on the performance of the estimation schema.
Fig. 5 shows the performance of MFML-DFSA starting with
, compared to the best DFSA algorithms ([6], [27],
. The
[28]) studied in [14]. These algorithms start with
from Table II is selected from the expected
in
optimal
all cases. As a reference, we also depict the performance of an
optimal DFSA algorithm, i.e., one with perfect knowledge of
the competing tags in each frame. Our proposal outperforms
if
. Regardless
previous ones in all cases when
of the initial
value, MFML-DFSA always performs better
. If
, MFML-DFSA outperforms other
when
or
ML estimators for a broad range of values (if
). Indeed, it can be observed that MFML-DFSA approaches
the optimal bound in a range of values of (e.g., for
if
), illustrating that MFML-DFSA effectively
exploits a rough knowledge about the initial number of tags (i.e.,
a relatively wide range).
The identification time results in Fig. 5 do not include the
computation time for estimating the number of tags, selecting
, etc. Note that these decisions must be taken at the end of
packet is sent. The reader can
each frame, before a new
delay the transmission of those packets (since the tags do not
transmit until a packet is received). However, this may increase
overall identification time. In order to provide some insight into
performance in real situations, we have selected two examples
where the computational cost has been calculated. The examples
are as follows.
),
• Scenario 1. At the end of the th frame (with
the reader has collected the following statistical informaand
. Note that, with
tion:
. The algorithm
this configuration,
iterates for every possible value of up to a given

and the optimum is extracted. In this scenario, we assume
. Then, the worst case requires
iterations.
• Scenario 2. At the end of the th frame
, the
reader has collected the following statistical information:
and
. In this case, we assume
. Then,
iterations are
necessary.
The following assumptions have been considered to compute
the cost.
FLOating Point
• A computational power of 1 GFLOPS (
Operations per Second) is considered, which is representative of the performance of an average Digital Signal Processor (DSP). DSPs are common in RFID hardware such
as the Alien 8800 [30].
• The MF algorithm [28] and our proposal do not require
recomputing the sum from the first iteration to the last one.
Instead, they only update previous computations to take
into account the last frame.
• Finally, we have assumed a computational cost of 50 FLOP
for power, logarithm, and exponential operations and 100
FLOP for factorial operations.
Table IV summarizes the approximate number of computations required per frame in both scenarios. Additionally, the time
required to perform these computations is expressed relative to
, the approach
frame length, as a percentage. Despite being
in [6] has a high computational cost, which increases total identification time. Indeed, the approach in [28] has an unacceptably
high computational cost in some cases, which prevents real implementation in its current algorithmic form. MFML-DFSA has
a low computational cost in both scenarios. Therefore, we can
claim that the entire MFML-DFSA process is not computationally demanding and, for current commercial CPUs, extremely
s (note that the typical slot
large ranges can be analyzed in
duration is 3 ms).
VII. CONCLUSION
The strengths and weaknesses of the DFSA algorithms
studied in [14] have been reviewed. Departing from this review,
we propose a new feasible MFML-DFSA algorithm that employs statistical information from several previous frames and
uses a ML estimator to compute the expected number of competing tags. The results show that MFML-DFSA outperforms
the current DFSA proposals, achieving better identification
time for a low computational cost. Its implementation is computationally feasible and it does not require any modification
to tag operation, therefore satisfying the EPC-C1G2 standard.
MFML-DFSA can be directly implemented in current RFID
readers allowing seamless adoption by RFID vendors. As
future work, we will study the applicability of MFML-DFSA in
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dense reader environments, where schedulers are mandatory to
coordinate the readers [32], [33]. These schedulers may benefit
from improved estimators such as MFML-DFSA.

APPENDIX A
COMPUTATION OF
To compute the probability
, henceforth
, we apply the technique in [34], where the authors
formulate probabilistic transforms for urn models that convert
the dependent random variables describing urn occupancies
(slot occupancies in our case) into independent random variables. Due to the independence of random variables in the
transform domain, it is simpler to compute the statistics of
interest, and get the desired result afterwards by inverting the
transform.
be the probability of interest and
its
Let
transformation, where is a parameter that is only meaningful
in the transform domain. Note that there is no dependence on
the number of balls (tags), , in the transform domain.
The procedure is as follows: first, the appropriate transform
urns
for a particular urn model is selected. In our case, the
balls (tags) are indistin(slots) are distinguishable and the
guishable, since we are only interested in the number of balls
within each urn. In this case, the independent random variables
describing the occupancy of an urn in the transform domain are geometrically distributed with mean [34].
That is,
. Second, the probability of
is computed in the transform domain. In our
interest
case, given a frame of length , the probability of having urns
with one ball, urns with several balls, and empty urns is
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(20)
with
series

denoting the coefficient of
in the power
. In our case, rewriting (19) as a power series in

(21)
for the appropriate
and extracting the coefficient of
, we obtain the result in (7).
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